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Abstract 

We propose a process planning method, which is termed the General Step Reduction (GeneSteR) method, for non-axisymmetrical 
cold- and warm-forged products. The GeneSteR method can produce process plans for non-axisymmetrical forged products without 
relying on any design cases. The basic principle of the GeneSteR method is to produce reversed forging process plans by reducing 
the steps that are contained in a forged product by a stepwise approach until a cylindrical billet is obtained. An experimental 
knowledge base was implemented based on the GeneSteR method and was applied to a universal joint yoke used in automobiles. 
The experimental results show that the proposed method has sufficient capability to generate satisfactory process plans that include 
a comparable plan as designed by an experienced engineer in a shorter time. 
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1. Introduction 

Cold and warm forging is essential to mass-produce parts with a high precision at low cost and in a short time. It is 
difficult, even for experienced engineers, to estimate metal flows and die and punch stresses in the forming processes, 
and to design an appropriate plan for the forming process, dies, and punches. Therefore, improvements in efficiency 
and quality of the process planning are important in forged product design. 

Several approaches have been proposed to support the process planning. Rule-based systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] 
formulate design guidelines and design knowledge of experienced engineers as rules, and search for solutions by 
applying rules to a given forged product. It is possible to obtain process plans for a forged product that is not similar 
to previous designs because the rule descriptions may be abstract and general. Such an approach is limited mainly to 
axisymmetrical products, such as shafts, because the rule description of the non-axisymmetrical forged products is 
often difficult. Case-based systems [7, 8, 9] formulate previous design results as design cases or design patterns, and 
obtain a solution that is based on similar cases. There is a strong possibility that an adequate result can be obtained if 
and only if design cases exist that are similar to a given forged product. Thus, the application range of traditional 
approaches is limited within design cases or is limited mainly to axisymmetrical forged products although most forged 
products have non-axisymmetric shapes that are not similar to design cases. Process planning support is required for 
a variety of forged products that contain non-axisymmetrical-shaped elements. 

We have proposed a process planning method that is termed the General Step Reduction (GeneSteR) method for 
cold- and warm-forged products. The GeneSteR method does not rely on any design cases, nor is it restricted to 
axisymmetrical forged products. It can produce process plans for non-axisymmetrical forged products, such as 
hexagon head bolts and universal joint yokes that are used in automobiles, which consist of axisymmetrical- and non-
axisymmetrical-shaped elements. The basic principle of the GeneSteR method is to produce reversed forging process 
plans by reducing the steps that are contained in a forged product by a stepwise approach until a cylindrical billet is 
obtained. A forged product is represented using basic representation units that are termed basic elements, and process 
plans are generated by substituting any two or three basic elements of a post-formed product with new basic elements 
according to shape transformation rules. An experimental knowledge base was implemented based on the GeneSteR 
method and was applied to a yoke. The experimental results show that the proposed method has sufficient capability 
to generate satisfactory process plans that include a comparable plan that is designed by an experienced engineer in a 
shorter time. 

This paper first describes the model representation of forged products in Section 2 and then the process planning 
based on the GeneSteR method in Section 3. The implementation of a process planning support system is introduced 
in Section 4. Finally, the experimental results as applied to a yoke are shown in Section 5. 

2. Model Representation of Forged Products 

Forged products, cylindrical billets (or blanks), and intermediate forged products in a process plan are represented 
using basic representation units that are termed basic elements (BEs). The basic elements represent the model of 
axisymmetrical forged products and forging dies in a simple and uniform manner [6]. We extend the basic elements 
to represent the model of non-axisymmetrical forged products. Fig.1 lists the basic elements. For example, a basic 
element in row C and column 1 has a cylindrical shape, and its type is denoted C1. All basic elements from C1 to TL3 
have axisymmetrical shapes. AF1 represents a non-axisymmetrical basic element with an unspecified shape. The 
precise shape of a basic element is represented as a three-dimensional geometric model that is defined by using a 
computer-aided design (CAD) system, and a basic element has an attribute objectID that references a three-
dimensional geometric model. A basic element also has several geometric attributes to represent an outline of its shape, 
such as the upper and lower diameters, the height, the diameters of the implicit cylindrical shapes within a basic 
element, and the volume. The diameters of the implicit cylindrical shapes are used as indications of the diameter of a 
cylindrical billet. 

The design object model of a forged product represents its outer and inner shapes using a series of basic elements, 
and has attributes, such as the material, forming method, and forming load. Fig.2 provides an example of the shape 
representation of a yoke using the basic elements, and Fig.3 provides an example of the design object model of a 
forged product.  
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